
Setup Guide 

Innovative Concepts in Entertainment 
10123 Main Street 

Clarence, New York 14031 

Warning: 

Failure to read the entire setup guide could result in serious damage to the game and could void your warranties. 



Components Included with your Game and Needed for Assembly 



Step 1: 

Remove both the back panel at the top and bottom of the back section of the cabinet. 

Note: Wood panel version is shown. 

Unlock the lower panel 

AA6281 + AA6212 = Wood 

PC60622 + AA6212 = ABS Plastic 



Step 2: Parts A + B + C + D read all before proceeding! 

(A) With the cabinet still separated, on the driver’s side of the cabinet and at the floor are two harness-

es.  Attach both the AC and front harness extensions together.   

** WARNING **  

(B) Pay attention to the conveyor and playfield assemblies when sliding the two cabinets together. 

Be careful not to break the splash guard at the back of the cabinet..  You can remove the splash 

guard temporary but remember to reattach it when the cabinet halves are locked together.  



** WARNING ** 

(C) The cabinets must be equally leveled before sliding together!!   

(D) The playfield cannot touch the conveyor belt when cabinets are flush.  There must be a gap of 1/8 

to 1/4 inch between the belt and playfield assembly.  Serious damage to the belt will occur if touching. 

To adjust the gap, loosen the two Hex bolts shown below , pull the playfield assembly slightly back un-

til the desired gap is made.  Tighten the Hex bolts.  

Handles 

Loosen 
Loosen 

Serious damage to the belt will occur 

if a 1/8” to 1/4” is not present!! 



Step 3: 

Latch the two cabinets together using the provided latch tool.. 

Step 4: 

Fasten the side windows to the back cabinet with three PC60622 and three AA6212 on each side.  

The right side is shown below. 

PC60622 + AA6212 



Step 5: 

Attach the driver side panel to the cabinet using three AA6906 and three AA6212. 

AA6906 + AA6212 

Step 6: 

Insert the RGB cable.  Attach the driver side running board to the cabinet using four AA6906 and 

four AA6212. 

Connect the RGB cable located at the bottom right side. 



Step 7: 

Align the hub in the center and attach the right wheel hub to the cabinet using one AA6907, 

AA6391, and AA6410 and tighten.  The hardware will already be in the wheel hub, not in the parts 

box or bag. 

Step 8: 

Then using eight AA6166 wood screws secure the assembly to the hub using provided pilot holes. 

AA6166 

AA6907 

AA6391 

AA6410 



Step 9: 

Attach the tire to the wheel hub using three AA6627, AA6410, and AA6391. 

Step 10: 

Snap the tire hub cap onto the tire assembly. 

AA6627 

AA6391 

AA6410 



Step 11: 

Attach the passenger side panel to the cabinet using three AA6906 and three AA6212. 

AA6906 + AA6212 

Step 12: 

Attach the passenger side running panel to the cabinet using four AA6906 and four AA6212. 

AA6906 + AA6212 



Step 14: 

Secure the bottom of the passenger fender to the cabinet from the side of the cabinet with two 

PC60622 and two AA6212. 

PC60622 + AA6212 
PC60622 + AA6212 

Step 13: 

Connect the RGB LED harness. 



Step 15: 

Secure the top of the passenger fender to the cabinet first by inserting two AA6281 bolts and two 

AA6212 washers from inside the cabinet (shown as A).  Then from under the fender use a AA6212 

washer and PC60614 KEP nut.  This step will require two people. 

A 

B 



Step 16: 

Attach the passenger side door to the cabinet by using two PC60622 and AA6212 at the inside bot-

tom of the door. 

PC60622 and AA6212 



Step 17: 

Remove the passenger side door window. 

Step 18: 

From inside the upper section of the door use three PC60622 and AA6212 to secure the top of the 

door to the cabinet. 

PC60622 and AA6212 



AA6925 

Step 19: 

Attach the back cover for the door using three AA6925 Phillip screws. 

Step 20: 

Attach the marquee to the top of the cabinet by using four AA6220 and AA6212. 

AA6220 and AA6212 



Step 21: 

Connect the marquee harness. 

Step 22: 

Install the harness cover bracket using 655 self taping screws. 

655 



Step 23: 

Connect AC power cord and turn the game on. 

Congratulations, your game is now fully assembled.  If you experience any problems 

while assembling your game or are in need of technical assistance, please contact 

our service department at (716) 759-0360 Monday through Friday 8:30am to 6:00pm 

Eastern time. 

 

For program options, maintenance, and technical details please visit our website at 

http://www.icegame.com/t-product-videos.aspx 

 

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SERVICE THIS GAME WITHOUT FIRST GOING ONLINE OR CALLING 

ICE TECHNICAL SUPPORT.  FAILURE TO DO SO CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS DAMAGE TO 

YOUR GAME. 

 

DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT ANY HARNESSES WHILE THE POWER IS APPLIED.  

DAMAGE COULD OCCUR TO THE CPU MAIN BOARD. 

 

WHEN ADJUST THE GAP IN STEP 2 DO NOT FULLY REMOVE THE PLAYFIELD FROM THE 

CABINET WITHOUT FIRST REVIEWING THE ONLINE SUPPORT DOCUMENT FOR PLAYFIELD 

REPAIR.  LAYING THE PLAYFIELD ON A FLAT SERVICE WILL DAMAGE THE SLIP RING. 


